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Report of the AUS VP Social Affairs, AUS Council November 18th, 2015
Frosh
 Faculty Internals met last week to talk about redistributing responsibilities between
SSMU and faculties. We want the incoming SSMU VP Internal to be a part of this
process and hope to meet with them toward the beginning of January once their term
starts.
 We also came up with a lot of ideas as to how we could better organize the programming
workgroup, which met intermittently over the summer to discuss Beach Day and the
Frosh-wide concert. It is the will of the current VP Internals that each faculty will elect
one representative from their committee to sit on the inter-faculty programming
workgroup (selection process is at the discretion of the respective VP Internal). Once the
members of the committee are established, they will distribute responsibilities among
themselves so that one person is responsible for one aspect of programming throughout
the entire summer. These suggestions are based on past experiences this summer, when
sending different committee members to each programming meeting (instead of
appointing one person) and not having defined sets of responsibilities led to confusion
and certain tasks not being accomplished.
 These suggestions will be presented to the incoming VP Internals. While we understand
and respect that ultimately it is their decision whether or not to implement these ideas, the
current VP Internals want to stress that our proposed changes are based on past
experiences, successes, and failures.
Bar des Arts
 Last week’s BdA ran smoothly despite concerns about Hype Week.
 The last BdA this semester will be on December 3rd.
 For next semester’s showcasing application, the managers would like to better define
what “showcasing” means. Some organizations thought it meant that all BdA profits from
that week would benefit their cause, but unfortunately that is not the case and we want to
avoid any miscommunication in the future.
Event Planning and Involvement Committee
 Stache Dash is taking place this Friday the 20th!
 Sign up closes Tuesday evening, and team captains will receive an email on Wednesday
which will include a reminder that if anyone is celiac or doesn’t drink alcohol that they
can be accommodated with advanced notice.

Respectfully submitted,
Christine Koppenaal
Vice-President Social Affairs

